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We present the mechanisms of a remanent alignment of polarizable molecules dispersed in a so
silica gel matrix, when submitted to powerful, femtosecond, linearly polarized, optical pulses
emitted from a dye laser. This alignment can be related to third-order nonlinearities of the dopant
through an orientational optical Kerr effect. Its remanence results from the strong interactions the
dopants share with their host matrix, particularly through hydrogen bonds. We expose here th
detailed mechanism of this phenomenon, considering that such a rotation of large chromophore
may not be compatible at first sight with subpicosecond pulse durations. Through severa
experiments, we show that this apparent contradiction is solved once analyzed, by the structure
the excitation pulses, which cannot be simply described as ‘‘femtosecond pulses’’, but consist o
two temporal components—a femtosecond one and a nanosecond one—playing different bu
essential roles in the process. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!00520-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solid matrices prepared by a sol-gel process and dop
by various optically active species have proved to be high
interesting materials for nonlinear optics.1–3 Within the past
few years, we have shown that such media could present
original behavior when submitted to ultrashort optica
pulses.4,5 If trapped in a sufficiently dense gel matrix, ordi
nary optically nonlinear chromophores can lead to notab
and persistent birefringences under the influence of linea
polarized, subpicosecond, light pulses—the birefringen
principal axis corresponding to the very polarization dire
tion of the pulses.

As previously reported, such an alignment of polarizab
molecules under the influence of ultrashort light pulses c
be attributed to their third-order nonlinear optical propertie
Moreover, its temporal persistence arises from the strong
teractions the molecules share with their host matrix. St
the detailed mechanism of this optical alignment remain
only partially understood, since such a mechanical rotati
of large molecules does not appear to be compatible w
subpicosecond pulse durations. We show here that this p
nomenon can be explained by the actual temporal struct
of the exciting pulses, which appears more complex th
expected due to the generation technique of these li
pulses. We establish that they bear two temporal comp
nents, each one playing a different but essential role in t
optical alignment process.

II. OPTICAL MEMORY EFFECT IN DOPED GEL
MATRICES

Polarizable chromophores~and especially organic mol-
ecules such as rhodamines or azo-dyes! trapped in the pores
of a silica gel matrix can be locally aligned when they a
subjected to subpicosecond, linearly polarized, optic
pulses.4,5 This alignment of doping chromophores shows
J. Appl. Phys. 80 (8), 15 October 1996 0021-8979/96/80(8)/4
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remarkable remanence even after the exciting pulse sou
has been switched off. We could thus describe the pheno
enon as an all-optical memory effect, since the photoinduc
birefringence is also ‘‘read’’ through a cw He–Ne lase
beam.

The excitation pulses are issued from a classical coll
ing pulse, passively mode-locked dye resonator, and th
amplified through several dye stages pumped by
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. Several experiments
us to attribute this birefringence to an optical Kerr effe
taking place in each molecule and responsible for an ove
alignment of the dopants towards the direction of the optic
exciting electric field.

Moreover, the persistence of this birefringence seems
be due to the numerous hydrogen bonds that can be es
lished between the doping molecules and their host mat
Hydrogen bonds are sufficiently strong to overcome the th
mal agitation at normal temperature and maintain the m
ecules in a given position in the absence of any exter
excitation. Yet they are also weak enough to be broken
powerful light pulses. Between each pulse, new hydrog
bonds can be formed and can freeze in the directions adop
by the dopants. Pulse after pulse, these molecular directi
tend to align towards the polarization direction of light. Onc
the excitation pulses have been switched off, most molecu
keep their induced direction. Thus the orientational anis
ropy can remain at a high level for very long times. F
example, images we inscribed in such doped gel matri
remain legible without ambiguity more than three years af
their inscription.

Both the molecular motion and the conservation
photoinduced molecular directions can be described in ter
of rotational diffusion.6,7 Yet mechanical rotation of large
dopants such as rhodamine molecules cannot occur du
typical subpicosecond pulses. Still all our experimental
sults showed a clear dependence of the phenomenon on
4655655/5/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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optical power and not on the optical energy. For example,
birefringence could be observed with nanosecond pulses
even 100 times higher energy. This means that the subna
second duration of the pulses is an essential parameter o
phenomenon. On the other hand, the induced optical tra
mission coefficient appeared to be strictly linear with resp
to the pulse energy, which excludes any multiphoton effe
The solution to this dilemma may be hidden in the real, a
maybe not so simple, temporal structure of the optical pul
we used.

III. TEMPORAL STRUCTURE OF THE EXCITATION
PULSES

As previously mentioned, these optical pulses are em
ted from a colliding pulse, passively mode-locked~CPM!
ring resonator pumped by a cw Ar laser. Obtained at a m
wavelength of about 620 nm~the amplification medium is a
rhodamine 6G jet stream!, they are emitted at a high repet
tion rate of 80 MHz for a typical duration of 150–200 fs. Ye
they still are not energetic enough~0.1 nJ! to produce any
nonlinear effect on classical chromophores, and must be
plified. This amplification takes place through four circula
ing dye solution stages pumped by a frequency-doub
Nd:YAG laser.

Thus immediately after their exit from the oscillatin
ring cavity, the pulses essentially show a subpicosecond
ration. But this is no longer the case after they travel throu
the four amplification stages. Each one of these stage
made of a sulforhodamine 640 solution pumped at 532 n
near its absorption maximumlmax. Part of the pump energy
is lost by radiative deexcitation of the sulforhodamine 6
molecules in the first amplification stage, which induces
notable fluorescence signal. Such a fluorescence signa
emitted in all directions, and a fraction of it travels in th
same direction as the amplified subpicosecond pulse. T
fluorescence radiation is then amplified in the next three d
stages. The duration of this signal is approximately equa
the durationDt of the Nd:YAG pump pulses~i.e., about 8
ns!, since typical fluorescence time constants of such d
are of the same range asDt.

Thus the temporal structure of our exciting pulses b
comes more complex after being amplified. We can descr
it as an ultrashort femtosecond component~with a typical
energy of 10mJ!, on which a much longer nanosecond one
superimposed~Fig. 1!. The energy of the longest compone
is typically 5%–10% that of the~amplified! femtosecond
one, but can be made, if required, comparable to it or ev
higher ~up to 100mJ!. Still the optical power of the longes
component is, of course, much weaker than that of the sh
est one, at least by six orders of magnitude. This compari
stands for the corresponding optical electric fields, with
ratio of about three orders of magnitude.

On this basis, we formulated the following hypothes
attributing complementary roles to each of the two tempo
components. First, the highly powerful, femtosecond comp
nent would induce a strong dipolar moment in each m
ecule. Thus a large torque would break the hydrogen bon~s!
between the molecule and its matrix. Then the nanosec
component would induce weaker dipolar moment a
4656 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 8, 15 October 1996
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torque. This torque would be strong enough, nevertheless,
attract the molecule towards the direction of the optical elec
tric field. Several experiments were carried out in order t
confirm this hypothesis.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

For that purpose, the ideal experimental situation woul
be of course to use ‘‘pure’’ femtosecond pulses~i.e., with no
fluorescence nanosecond component! emitted at the same
wavelength as our excitation pulses.

As reported above, we could easily obtain pure nanose
ond pulses from our laser source by interrupting the femto
second pulses issued from the CPM. Then the sole nanos
ond fluorescence pulses produced in the amplification stag
are used. We showed that such pulses did not induce a
measurable birefringence.

On the contrary, it is not possible to produce absolutel
pure femtosecond pulses with the same energy as in the tw
component exciting pulses, and totally separated from th
nanosecond component. Typical response times of optic
switches are much too long for that purpose. In the sam
way, optical insulators cannot be used here, since both te
poral components are in the same state of polarization.

We got around this difficulty by superimposing auxiliary
nanosecond pulses on our two-component main excitatio
pulses. The idea is that these nanosecond auxiliary puls
could reveal, by modifying it, the role of the nanosecond
component of the main excitation pulses. These auxiliar
pulses were obtained from a circulating sulforhodamine 64
reservoir pumped by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lase
~the same one that also pumps the amplification stages d
scribed above!. They present the same wavelength~620 nm!
and duration~8 ns! as the nanosecond component of the
excitation pulses. Auxiliary and excitation pulses are emitte
in perfect synchrony but can be independently polarize
Auxiliary pulses can also be delayed with respect to the e
citation pulses by using a delay line.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the temporal structure of the excitati
pulses.
Bentivegna et al.
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Doped gel samples were placed between crossed po
izers, so that the light issued from a cw He–Ne probe lase
not transmitted as long as the sample remains isotro
Two-component main excitation pulses were polarized at 4
from the crossed polarizers to ensure a maximum transm
sion signal when the sample becomes anisotropic. Four
larization directions of the auxiliary pulses were studied~Fig.
2!: ~1! parallel to the polarizer placed before the sample;~2!
parallel to the main excitation pulses;~3! orthogonal to the
main excitation pulses; and~4! parallel to the analyzer placed
after the sample.

In addition, we noted ‘‘0,’’ the situation where the hos
molecules are submitted to the sole excitation pulses.

All three laser beams~main excitation pulses, auxiliary
pulses, and probe beam! were focused on the sample with
spot diameter of about 100mm. Note that the probe spo
must be a little bit smaller than the two others, in order
ensure homogeneous detection of the induced birefringen
Experiments were carried out on a 1-mm-thick, mixed silic
zirconia gel, with a molar ratio equal to 7:1, doped wi
rhodamine 640 molecules at a concentration of 4.1024 mol
l21 in the sol.5 The pore size in such matrices depends
rectly on the size of the dopants, since the gel network gro
around the dopants during the synthesis. We estimate h
the average pore size to be nanometric.

Let us note finally that, considering the size of the op
cal spots on the sample, it is extremely difficult to ensure t
the superposition of the three spots is exactly the same in
cases studied. For that reason, and also because of s
thickness nonuniformities of the sample and of possible
citation energy fluctuations, we preferred not to quanti
tively compare the experimental results. Thus in the follo
ing, comparisons between the different experimen
configurations are essentially qualitative.

We first compared the birefringence measured in each
the four configurations to the birefringence obtained with t

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for the study of the respective roles of
nanosecond and femtosecond components of the excitation pulses.~P!—
polarizers and~BS!—beamsplitter. The inset shows the different configur
tions for the auxiliary nanosecond pulse polarization.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 8, 15 October 1996
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sole main excitation pulses~config. 0!. Figure 3 shows that
superimposing the auxiliary nanosecond pulses reduces
induced birefringence in three of the four cases~configs. 1, 3,
and 4!. On the contrary, it enhances the birefringence in co
figuration 2. Moreover, in all cases, the sign of the photoin
duced birefringenceDn remains the same as in configuration
0, as confirmed using a Soleil–Bravais compensator. Let
also note the importance of the temporal offset between au
iliary and excitation pulses. The delay line mentioned abov
must be adjusted so that the auxiliary pulses reach t
sample in the same time as or slightly later than the excit
tion ones. No modification in the induced birefringence wa
observed when the auxiliary nanosecond pulses were
ahead of the excitation pulses.

The energy of the auxiliary pulses also plays an impo
tant role in the process. Figure 3 shows that the modificati
~reduction or enhancement! of the measured birefringence
due to these pulses increases with their energy. This ene
~from 1 mJ up to about 30mJ! must be compared to the
typical energies of the two components of the main excit
tion pulses: 10mJ for the femtosecond component and 1mJ
for the nanosecond one.

The corrective orientation effect of the auxiliary pulse
also clearly appears when these are switched on some t
after the excitation pulses. Figure 4 shows this effect in th
case of configuration 1. Three molecular alignment kinetic
are represented in Figs. 4~a!–4~c!: with the sole main exci-
tation pulses, with both excitation and auxiliary pulse
switched on at the same time, and with ‘‘delayed’’~i.e.,
switched on about 4 min after the main excitation pulse!
auxiliary pulses, respectively. In the last case, we can o
serve without ambiguity a short transient period durin
which the birefringence decreases, followed by an increa
that asymptotically tends to the kinetics of the case of Fi
4~b!. Let us also note that the same observation was made
configurations 3 and 4, and thatDn, on the contrary, in-
creased in configuration 2 when the auxiliary pulses we
switched on.

V. DISCUSSION

We can now examine these experimental observatio
from the perspective of the hypothesis we made. The m
lecular alignment kinetics obtained in each of the four con
figurations~Fig. 3! coincide fairly well with the respective
roles we attributed to the two temporal components of th
excitation pulse.

Thus in configurations 1 and 4, the auxiliary nanosecon
pulses tend to align the molecular dipoles along one of t
neutral axes of the two polarizers placed on both sides of t
sample. In doing so, they partly counterbalance the action
the excitation pulses and especially their nanosecond com
nent that attracts the molecules 45° from the neutral axe
These contradictory tendencies logically result in a decrea
of the induced birefringence, compared to configuration 0

Similarly, in configuration 3, the auxiliary pulses oppos
molecular alignment due to the excitation pulses. Here t
two competitive preferential directions are perpendicular
one another, and the resulting birefringence gets weaker.

the

a-
4657Bentivegna et al.
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e.
FIG. 3. Corrective effects on the molecular alignment kinetics due to the superposition of auxiliary pulses~for different energies!, as a function of the number
of excitation pulses. Open symbols represent the kinetics without auxiliary pulses~i.e., with the sole excitation pulses!, and closed symbols the kinetics with
auxiliary pulses. Losanges figure the response of the sample submitted to the sole auxiliary pulses.~P! and~A!—polarizers placed before and after the sampl
~E! and ~Aux!—the respective polarizations of the excitation and auxiliary pulses, respectively.
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On the contrary, in configuration 2, both auxiliary an
excitation pulses are in the same state of polarization a
they work together. In this case, the induced birefringence
larger than that of configuration 0, as confirmed by our me
surements.

The importance of a temporal quasicoincidence of ex
tation and auxiliary pulses in the sample can also be e
plained according to our model. The essential part of t

FIG. 4. Comparison of the molecular alignment kinetics obtained~in config.
1! with the sole main excitation pulses~a!, with both excitation and auxiliary
pulses switched on at the same time~b!, and with ‘‘delayed’’ ~switched on
4 min after the excitation pulse train! auxiliary pulses~c!. A transient period
is observed in~c!.
4658 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 8, 15 October 1996
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energy carried by the nanosecond auxiliary pulse must rea
the sample exactly when~or slightly after! the femtosecond
component of the excitation pulse liberates the molecule
and before new hydrogen bonds can be formed. In the opp
site case, we observed that the auxiliary pulse alone does
induce any corrective effect to the molecular anisotrop
This corroborates the role played by the nanosecond com
nent of the excitation pulse in the molecular alignment pro
cess. In the same way, this role is also confirmed by t
growing corrective effect induced by the auxiliary pulse
when their energy increases. The molecular alignment
made easier and quicker when the mechanical torque exer
by the nanosecond electric field gets larger.

Similarly, the observation of a transient period with de
layed auxiliary pulses~Fig. 4! meets the terms of our hypoth-
esis. In the configuration showed here~config. 1!, the auxil-
iary pulses tend to oppose the action of the shear excitat
pulses. This explains why the birefringence temporarily d
creases. This experiment also clearly establishes that the a
iliary pulses~like in the preceding experiments! exert a cor-
rective but not directive effect. The excitation pulses alway
keep their dominating role in the alignment process, and t
transient period is short; the birefringence rapidly increas
again, reaching the level observed in the case of Fig. 4~b!
~with both excitation and auxiliary pulses!.

Still one may think that the auxiliary nanosecond pulse
could somehow oppose the molecular anisotropy or even
Bentivegna et al.
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tally reverse the evolution of the birefringence. To that en
the auxiliary pulses should act after the molecules have be
liberated by the femtosecond component of the main exci
tion pulses, and while they get aligned by the nanoseco
component. This alignment takes place during a short per
that can be estimated as a few hundred picoseconds after
end of the femtosecond component~the approximate time
necessary to break or form a hydrogen bond! but it remains
difficult to determine precisely.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, all the experimental observations we gat
ered and presented in this article appear to find a logical a
natural explanation in our hypothesis. To sum up, we esta
lished the role of the nanosecond-range component of
femtosecond light pulses used for aligning molecular dipol
dispersed in the silica gel matrix we studied. This compone
alone is still not sufficient to get to this result, since th
doping molecules first need to be liberated from the sili
network. This requires a powerful, femtosecond-range pu
component. It may seem then that the nonlinear phenome
we describe here in terms of optical memory could not ha
been observed without the type of laser source we use in
laboratory. Yet this kind of laser remains one of the mo
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 8, 15 October 1996
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common femtosecond sources that can be found in resea
laboratories nowadays, especially at visible wavelengths. A
the experiments we described above show that the nanos
ond component present in the pulses emitted from these
sers cannot systematically be neglected in interpreting th
nonlinear optical effects they induce. This holds not only fo
the memory optical Kerr effect but also for various othe
nonlinearities such as saturation absorption, reverse satura
absorption, etc. It is possible that sufficiently energetic pico
second pulses might be able to induce a memory optical Ke
effect in our samples. Further experiments need to be carri
out in order to confirm this prediction.
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